Survey of the County Top of the Vale of Glamorgan
4 and 5th November 2013 and 01 December 2013
The Team:
Sponsor: Howard Mann
G&J Surveys: John Barnard, Graham Jackson, Myrddyn Phillips
1) Introduction
Lillypot (ST059749, OS 1:50000 scale Landranger Map 170 and OS 1:25000 scale Map 151E) is
currently considered to be the County Top for the Vale of Glamorgan. The summit of this hill is
capped with a covered reservoir about 2.5m in height. Latest OS maps have a spot height of 140m
which seems to relate to the top of the reservoir. Assuming that covered reservoirs are man-made
features and therefore cannot be included, the height of the natural ground at the base of the
reservoir is estimated to be 137-138m. An alternative position for the County Top is Tair Onnen
(ST036739), 2.5km distant in a West South West direction from Lillypot. The “summit” of this hill
is marked with an OS trig point which may or may not be on the actual highest point of the hill. The
OS database lists the Flush Bracket height for this trig point as 137.75m but OS maps mark the
summit with a spot height of 137m. Tair Onnen was the original position of the County Top but
this was moved to Lillypot following a study of old maps which gave a height of 446.7ft (136.2m)
for Tair Onnen and 447.6ft (136.4m) for Lillypot. These heights preceded the building of the
covered reservoir on Lillypot but provided the only information on the relative heights of the two
tops. In summary, the balance of evidence is that Lillypot is the higher hill but this is clearly not
definitive.
Detailed study of the larger scale OS maps in this area also reveals several other points surrounded
by 135m contour rings and therefore there is a possibility that neither Tair Onnen nor Lillypot is the
County Top for the Vale of Glamorgan.
The purpose of this survey is to locate the highest point for all contenders for the County Top and
then to accurately measure its height. This survey work was commissioned by Howard Mann who
has written a book entitled “A walking guide to the County Tops of Wales, the North of England
and the Isle of Man”, available 2014 and wants this issue resolved for his guide book.
2) Equipment used and Conditions for Survey
A Leica NA730 automatic level mounted on a tripod in conjunction with an “E” staff extendable to
5m was used for the location of high points that were contenders for the County Top. This system
was also used if levelling were needed to obtain a height difference between a survey point and a
GNSS setup position.
Absolute heights were measured using a Leica Geosystems Viva GS15 Professional GNSS (Global
Navigation Satellite System) receiver. This is a dual-frequency, multi-channel instrument, which
means it can lock on to a maximum of 12 GPS and 8 GLONASS satellites and receive two signals
(at different frequencies) from each of these satellites if transmitted. The latter feature reduces
inaccuracies that result from atmospheric degradation of the satellite signal. As a stand-alone
instrument it is capable of giving position and height to an accuracy of about two metres and five
metres respectively. Note that a hand-held GPS receiver can only receive up to 12 GPS satellites
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and each at a single frequency and therefore it has a poorer positional accuracy of +/-5m and a
height accuracy of no better than 10 metres. Some recently produced hand held GPS Garmin
receivers can also receive signals from GLONASS satellites which greatly improve the speed at
which these units can achieve a satellite “fix”. Despite the on-board features of the Viva GS15
receiver, there are still sources that create residual errors. To obtain accurate positions and heights,
corrections were made to the data via imported RINEX files from Ordnance Survey which were
post-processed using Leica Geo Office 8.3 software.
We regularly check the functioning of the Leica Viva GS15 against Statistical Quality Control
(SQC) charts generated for a marked position. The chart associated with height measurement is
shown below. The mean height above Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN) for a fixed point (measured
on 20 different occasions for 30mins of data collection at each time) was calculated to be 136.391m.
Further height measurements have been made at this point on separate occasions over a period of 30
months using the same process parameters. The last and penultimate measurements were carried out
after and before the mountain surveys described in this report. The results shown on the graph are
all within a range of +/- two SD (Standard Deviation), in this case one SD is +/-0.016m. This
demonstrates that our Leica Viva GS15 receiver is giving consistently precise results within the
expected range of uncertainty for the measurements.

In addition, we check the instrument periodically by taking measurements on an Ordnance Survey
Fundamental Bench Mark, processing the data and comparing it with the OS derived values. Height
should agree within about 0.05m. The latest two measurements are given in the table below.
Processing

Height(m)

OS measurement

73.24

JB/GVJ GeoOffice 7

73.22

JB/GVJ GeoOffice 7

73.22
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The line survey from GNSS position to summit for Maes y Ward was carried out using the standard
procedure for line surveying. The staff was held vertically at the GNSS position and the level set up
in a convenient position towards the hill. Once a set of readings had been taken (Backsights BS) the
staff was then moved to an uphill position, but the level not moved apart from a rotation through
180 degrees to take another set of readings (Foresights FS). This process of alternately moving the
staff and level was repeated uphill until the final reading was taken with the staff on the summit
position. Readings were taken from the horizontal and also the lower and upper stadia lines of the
level to provide a check on any staff misreadings and to improve accuracy. If in any set of three
readings the average was greater than 1mm different from the horizontal reading, then that set was
remeasured.
Conditions for the survey, which took place between 12.00hr and 17.00hr on 4 November and
between 09.00hrs and 13.00hrs on 5 November, were good. Despite the weather forecast for most
of Britain being cloudy and wet, the two days were mostly sunny with good visibility albeit a bit
cold with temperatures around 10 degrees Celsius. Winds were mostly very light and were therefore
not a problem to the survey. Since the point Maes y Ward, spot height 137m on the OS 1:25000
map, was overlooked, we returned to survey this on 01 December 2013. Conditions were again
good with clear visibility, no wind and temperature a comfortable 8 degrees Celsius.
3) The Survey
3.1) Character of the Region and Critical Areas to be surveyed
The extract from the 1:50000 OS map, see below, shows high points that have been identified as
possible summits for the County Top of the Vale of Glamorgan. The points were identified by a
detailed study of OS larger scale maps and have been marked below by red flags. Ten points were
identified whose heights exceeded 135m and these lie in three regions; to the West the isolated trig
point of Tair Onnen and the 137m spot height of Maes y Ward 1.5km to the North of it, a group of
four points including the current summit of Lillypot in the “centre” and four points to the East, one
of which lies south of the A48.
The survey was carried out by focussing on each of these three regions in turn since the distances
involved and the nature of the terrain did not allow optical sighting from one region to another.
Normally our surveys are conducted on uninhabited mountain terrain so there is usually no
interference from the results of human activity. However, the terrain in the Vale of Glamorgan is
undulating farmland interspersed with many minor roads, hedges, fences and private properties.
Although we expected this to create some difficulties, particularly for access, the only problem we
encountered was access to Maes y Ward. Permission for access to all other survey points where
required was given willingly.
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3.2) Survey of Lillypot and adjacent Points
An extract from the OS 1:25000 map shown below covers the important area around Lillypot. The
current summit for the Vale of Glamorgan County Top is shown with a spot height of 140m and is
labelled Point “1”. This probably applies to the top of the covered reservoir, but as this point is on a
man-made structure, it would not apply as an eligible point under the “Summits and Cols” guidance
we have established for survey technique. The covered reservoir is surrounded by a 135m contour
ring indicating that the highest natural ground under the reservoir will lie between 135 and 140m in
height. However, to the West of the covered reservoir two points can also be observed, both
surrounded by 135m contour rings, and so either of these could be as high as the natural ground at
the covered reservoir. These are labelled Points “2” and “3”.
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Our first task for this survey was to locate the highest natural ground around the base of the covered
reservoir. It was recognised that this would have to be partly subjective as it is impossible to know
exactly what is natural ground and what is man-made. However, on the western edge, it was clear
that the ground rose up to a maximum height at the right angle point in the fence South West of the
spot height. This was confirmed with the Leica NA730 level. The ground on all the other sides of
the reservoir was lower. Therefore the Leica GS15 was set up on a 2m pole using a “Quickset”
tripod at the identified highest point and 1hour of data were collected. A photograph of this setup
position is shown in Appendix 1.
While data were being collected, the Leica NA730 level was set up on a tripod at a convenient point
so that the highest points of the ground contained within the 135m contour rings to the West could
be identified and measured relative to the GNSS setup position. Staff readings were taken in each
area to identify the highest points and these were marked with flags. Finally staff readings were
taken at the highest points to measure their relative heights.
Staff reading at GPS setup point by Point “1” = 0.393m
Staff reading at summit point “2” = 2.020m
Staff reading at summit point “3” = 2.222m
These readings show that Points “2” and “3” are lower than the highest natural ground at Point “1”
by 1.63m and 1.83m respectively and therefore are NOT contenders for the County Top.
The ten-figure grid references measured for these points using hand-held GPS were:Point “2”:Garmin Montana 600

ST 05811 74855

Height = 133m

Garmin Etrex 20

ST 05810 74854

Height = 139m

Garmin Map60CSx

ST 05810 74855

Height = 131m

Garmin Oregon 450

ST 05812 74855

Height = 140m

Garmin Montana 600

ST 05743 74873

Height = 129m

Garmin Etrex 20

ST 05741 74872

Height = 138m

Garmin Map60CSx

ST 05748 74875

Height = 139m

Garmin Oregon 450

ST 05742 74876

Height = 142m

Point “3”:-

The GNSS data collected at Point “1” were processed with the Leica GeoOffice Version 8.3
Software. RINEX correction data were imported from the Ordnance Survey Website for the 7
nearest Active Base Stations (Cardiff – CARI 20km, Swansea – SWAS 44km, Taunton – TAUT
52km, Brecon - BREC 55km, Appledore – APPL 73km, Stroud - STRU 80km and Warminster –
WARS 87km). We used Broadcast Ephemeris data received by the GPS during the survey rather
than Precise Ephemeris data, since we have found this makes little difference to the height results.
The Hopfield Tropospheric model was chosen for the calculations to suit the 1 hour data collection
times.
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The results are:-

Easting
Point “1”

error(1SD) Northing

305910.318 0.004

error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD)

174886.517 0.001

136.174

0.005

The ten-figure grid references measured for this point using hand-held GPS were:Garmin Montana 600

ST 05911 74893

Height = 140m

Garmin Etrex 20

ST 05910 74892

Height = 143m

Garmin Map60CSx

ST 05915 74891

Height = 143m

Garmin Oregon 450

ST 05911 74894

Height = 140m

Therefore our best measurement for the height of natural ground around the covered reservoir at
Lillypot is 136.2m.
3.3) Survey of “Crossways” and Tair Onnen
Detailed study of the 1:25000 map showed a 135m ring contour near Crossways, labelled Point “4”
on the extract from the map shown below. This is about 500m West of Lillypot. Point”5” is the trig
point just South of the A48 and about 2km away from Point “4”.

4
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Point “4” was approached from the minor road running in a North to South direction and about
100m distant. Access, which is a Public Right of Way, through a gate leads to a Riding Centre.
Although the ground to the east of the gate seemed to rise, the slope was quite shallow. The Leica
NA730 level was set up on the tripod just outside the gate. Although the level was about 0.8m
higher than the ground on which it was positioned, the level was still lower than the highest point in
the Riding Centre. It was also possible to observe some of the ground around Lillypot and it was
immediately clear that the area around Lillypot was at least 2m higher. Therefore Point”4” was
ruled out as a contender for the highest point in the Vale of Glamorgan and no further surveying
was carried out here.
Tair Onnen, Point “5” is crowned by a trig point and this is marked with a spot height of 137m. It is
in the centre of a field which earlier in the year had been planted with corn and surveying would not
have been possible. However the crop had been cleared and the field mostly ploughed. A small area
around the trig point had been left and was covered with grass although it may have been ploughed
in earlier years.
The Leica NA730 level was set up on a tripod a few metres away from the trig point but in a
position to be able to observe the Flush Bracket. Staff readings were taken systematically around
the trig point and the highest ground was identified as next to the trig point on its West side. A staff
reading was also taken for the Flush Bracket. The Leica Viva GS15 was set up on a 2.000 metre
pole and supported by a “Quickset” tripod over the highest point. Data were taken for 1 hour. A
photograph of the setup is shown in Appendix 1.
The collected data were processed in Leica GeoOffice 8.3 as described in Section 3.2. The results
are:-

Easting
Point “5”

error(1SD) Northing

303660.666 0.004

error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD)

173979.166 0.002

137.259

0.009

The ten-figure grid references measured for this point using hand-held GPS were:Garmin Montana 600

ST 03666 73986

Height = 136m

Garmin Etrex 20

ST 03664 73987

Height = 138m

Garmin Map60CSx

ST 03661 73984

Height = 128m

Garmin Oregon 450

ST 03666 73987

Height = 139m

The OS database quotes the height of the Flush Bracket on Tair Onnen as 137.75m
Staff Reading for Flush Bracket = 0.155m
Staff reading for Highest point = 0.607m
Therefore, the highest point is 0.607 – 0.155 = 0.452m LOWER than the Flush Bracket. Using the
OS data, the highest point is 137.75 – 0.45 = 137.30m which compare well with our measured
height of 137.26m.
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3.4) Survey of The Meadow and Downs
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9

Detailed study of the 1:25000 OS map shows three more 135m contour rings that needed to be
surveyed. These are shown as points “6”, “7” and “8” on the map above. Point “6” is the highest
point of an open wood called “The Meadow, Coedarhydyglyn Park” and is a natural burial meadow.
Points “7” and “8” appear to lie under buildings clearly the ground has been excavated previously
when these properties were constructed. Point “9” had been previously identified from an old 443ft
(135.0m) imperial height on the Ordnance Survey Historical 1:25,000 map.
Access to point “6” was gained via the Right of Way leading from the A48 to the South. The
summit area was covered with open mature trees and it would not be possible to place the GNSS in
this wood due to obstruction of the satellite signals. However, the first task here was to locate the
highest point. The Leica NA730 was set up at a convenient point on its tripod and staff readings
were taken from flags set out in a square array, each a few metres apart. Once the highest point had
been identified it was marked with additional flags. A point was then chosen to the North as a
suitable place for the GNSS measurement where the obstruction from the trees was minimised. The
Leica Viva GS15 was set up on a 2.000m pole and was supported in a “Quickset” tripod. Data were
collected for 1 hour. (See photos Appendix 1).
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Staff readings were also taken for the GNSS set up position and the summit. The readings were:Staff reading at summit = 0.539m
Staff reading at GNSS set up = 3.349m
The GNSS data collected at Point “6” were processed with the Leica GeoOffice Version 8.3
Software. RINEX correction data were imported from the Ordnance Survey Website for the 9
nearest Active Base Stations (Cardiff – CARI 20km, Swansea – SWAS 44km, Taunton – TAUT
52km, Brecon - BREC 55km, Appledore – APPL 73km, Stroud - STRU 80km, Warminster –
WARS 87km, Shobdon – SHOB 93km and Exmouth – EXMO 94km). We used Broadcast
Ephemeris data received by the GPS during the survey rather than Precise Ephemeris data, since we
have found this makes little difference to the height results. The Hopfield Tropospheric model was
chosen for the calculations to suit the 1 hour data collection times.
The results are:-

Easting
Point “6”

error(1SD) Northing

310337.254 0.004

error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD)

174795.591 0.003

132.409

0.013

Therefore the summit height at Point “6” is 132.409 + 3.349 – 0.539 = 135.22m
The ten-figure grid references measured for this point using hand-held GPS were:Garmin Montana 600

ST 10307 74795

Height = 139m

Garmin Etrex 20

ST 10306 74797

Height = 141m

Garmin Map60CSx

ST 10309 74794

Height = 128m

Garmin Oregon 450

ST 10305 74795

Height = 147m

Observations through the Leica NA730 optical level from this summit showed that the area of
ground around Point “7” was 1-2m lower. A visit was made to the site surrounding the building and
it was clear that the ground here had been excavated and was no longer in contention for the County
Top.
Finally we moved East to investigate Point “8”. Access was a little difficult since if high ground
existed it would be to the rear of one of the houses. Fortunately one of the neighbouring properties
did not seem to be occupied and we were able to see around the back gardens and confirm higher
ground did not exist. However, the field to the South East appeared to be higher and this was
confirmed when the Leica NA730 level was set up there and observations made back to the houses.
The Leica Viva GS15 was set up in the field on a 2.000m pole supported by a “Quickset” tripod
over what visually had seemed the highest point. (see photo Appendix 1). Data were collected for 1
hour. Meanwhile the field was systematically surveyed with level and staff having set out an array
of flags. The highest point, Point “9”, was found to be about 5m from the GNSS set up point and
the measured height difference was 0.03m. Since the variation in ground height was as large as this
the correction was considered unnecessary.
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The GNSS data collected at Point “9” were processed with the Leica GeoOffice Version 8.3
Software as described earlier in this section
The results are:-

Easting
Point “9”

error(1SD) Northing

310950.438 0.003

error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD)

174524.765 0.002

135.125

0.016

Therefore the summit height at Point “9” is 135.13m
The ten-figure grid references measured for this point using hand-held GPS were:Garmin Montana 600

ST 10949 74533

Height = 135m

Garmin Etrex 20

ST 10949 74532

Height = 137m

Garmin Map60CSx

ST 10951 74539

Height = 134m

Garmin Oregon 450

ST 10949 74534

Height = 139m

3.5) Survey of Maes y Ward
The survey of Maes y Ward was carried out on 1 December 2013. Unfortunately this point had been
overlooked at the previous visit to the Vale of Glamorgan, but with a spot height of 137m marked
on the 1:25k map it was a serious contender that needed to be surveyed. The possibility of Maes y
Ward being the County Top had been brought to our notice just previously by David Purchase.
Unfortunately there are access difficulties to Maes y Ward and the landowner at Maes y Ward Farm
wishes to keep this summit private.
Bearing in mind the above, we hoped that if there was a clear view of Maes y Ward from the
summit of Tair Onnen we would be able to determine the height difference using the Leica NA730
optical level. Although the two points are about 1.5km apart, previously we have found that,
providing the height difference was more than about 0.2m, the difference would be resolvable to
make a valid distinction.
The level was set up on the summit of Tair Onnen to observe the summit of Maes y Ward.
Unfortunately the trees just to the North of the A48 are too tall and the view of Maes y Ward is
obscured. Therefore this method to determine the relative heights proved impossible.
The extracts from the OS 1:25000 and overhead maps reproduced below show the positions where
the Leica GS15 was set up and also point “10”, the 137m spot height. Since it was not feasible to
set up the Leica GS15 on the summit of Maes y Ward, it was placed about 300 metres to the North
West in a field where permission had been gained from the landowner. Previously, a staff reading
had been taken at that point with the Leica 730 automatic level having been set up on a tripod about
30m to the South. The GS15 was set up on a 2.000m pole supported by a Quickset tripod (See
photo Appendix 1). Once the GS15 had been switched on to collect data, a line survey was then
carried out to the summit of Maes y Ward.
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An important feature in the summit area of Maes y Ward is an old quarry which is shown as a wood
on the OS map, but more clearly seen on the overhead map. This was about 3-4metres higher than
the surrounding field and was filled with all kinds of refuse. Some of the edges contained high
vegetation and although we were unable to make a detailed inspection, we concluded much of this
area was also part of the tip. A few staff readings were taken on the western side of the hedge and
the highest point was found just near a gate. That point was taken for the final staff placement in the
line survey. We were not able to check with staff placements the ground to the East of the gate
because of access difficulties, but a qualitative visual examination through the level led us to
believe that the land was descending. We believe we have located the summit position to within a
height uncertainty of +/-0.2m although some element of doubt must remain.
The details of the line survey are given in Appendix 2.
The GNSS data was collected at Point “10” for 1 hour with an epoch time of 15 seconds and were
processed with the Leica GeoOffice Version 8.3 Software.
The results are:-

Easting
Point “10”

error(1SD) Northing

303246.752 0.003

error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD)

175468.821 0.002

114.137

0.005

From the line survey the Summit of Maes y Ward is 22.720m higher than the GNSS set up position.
Therefore the height of Maes y Ward is 114.137 + 22.720 = 136.86m or 136.9+/-0.2m
4) Discussion of Results
The results for the survey are summarised in the table below.
Survey
Point

Name

Grid Reference

Measured Height m

5

Tair Onnen

ST 03664 73986

137.3

10

Maes y Ward

ST 03451 75293

136.9

1

Lillypot covered reservoir base ST 05912 74893

136.2

6

The Meadow burial ground

ST 10307 74795

135.2

9

Downs

ST 10949 74534

135.1

2

Lillypot alternative

ST 05811 74855

134.6

3

Lillypot alternative

ST 05744 74874

134.3

4

Crossways

ST 043745

<134 estimated

7

Downs alternative

ST 102747

<134 estimated

8

Downs alternative

ST 108746

<134 estimated
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The highest point surveyed, 137.3m is the ground next to the trig point at Tair Onnen and this
becomes the new position for the County Top of the Vale of Glamorgan. We would estimate that
the uncertainty in this measurement is within +/-0.1m.
The previous County Top was the Lillypot covered reservoir but from the measurements made in
this survey, the 140m spot height shown on OS maps relates to the top of the covered reservoir.
Judgement for the highest point of natural ground was subjective. However the highest position of
natural ground was measured to be 136.2m with an uncertainty of +/-0.06m. We are confident that
to exceed 137.3m in height, ground at Lillypot would be definitely man-made and therefore not
eligible for consideration.
Maes y Ward with a measured height of 136.9m was the closest in height to Tair Onnen. We are
confident that within the uncertainties in our measurements that this is lower than Tair Onnen with
the proviso that we cannot unequivocally discount higher natural ground within the small in-filled
quarry adjacent to where we assessed the hill’s natural summit to be.
All other points measured were at least 2m lower than Tair Onnen and therefore do not need to be
considered.
4.1) Hand-held Garmin Grid References and Heights
In this report we quote data recorded on hand-held Garmin GPS units. Where grid references
coincide with those obtained using the Leica Viva GS15, there will be differences a few metres in
position. This results from an approximate transformation used in Garmin instruments to convert
WGS84 latitude/longitude data, as measured by GPS, into OS grid and also the inherent higher
accuracy of the Leica instrument.
The height data recorded from the Garmin units should not be taken as a measurement of surveyed
heights. The numbers recorded clearly demonstrate the inaccuracy of these instruments and the
variation that is obtained from one instrument to another.
5) Summary and Conclusions
The summit of the County Top of the Vale of Glamorgan is ground next to the trig point at Tair
Onnen, grid reference * ST 03664 73986 and 137.3+/-0.1m
The highest natural ground at the covered reservoir at Lillypot, grid reference ST 05912 74893
and height 136.2m is replaced by Tair Onnen as the County Top.
Maes y Ward at grid reference ST 03451 75293 was measured to be 136.9+/-0.2m high and is
higher than Lillypot
* NB for the convenience of walkers using a hand-held Garmin GPS, grid references quoted
in the summary are from these instruments.
John Barnard, Graham Jackson and Myrddyn Phillips, 02 December 2013.
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Appendix 1
Leica Viva GS15 set up at highest natural ground Lillypot

Leica Viva GS15 set up at highest natural ground Tair Onnen
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Finding the highest point at “The Meadow” burial ground

Leica Viva GS15 set up position at “The Meadow” burial ground
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Leica Viva GS15 set up at highest point in field at Downs

Leica Viva GS15 set up in field below Maes y Ward
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Appendix 2

Line Survey for Maes y Ward
Title:-

Maes y Ward (GNSS position to Summit)

Instrument:-

Leica NA730

Horizontal
Point Number

GS 15 Position 1
2
3
4
5
6
To summit
7

Backsight R
metres
3.288
3.451
4.321
3.990
4.340
4.130
2.363

Line

Date:Lower Stadia Line

Foresight F
metres
0.662
0.454
0.416
0.323
0.168
0.534
0.602

Backsight R
metres
3.081
3.373
4.137
3.817
4.133
3.903
2.163

Foresight F
metres
0.596
0.413
0.367
0.286
0.123
0.492
0.539
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01-Dec-13
Upper Stadia Line

Backsight R
metres
3.495
3.525
4.506
4.163
4.550
4.355
2.554

Foresight F
metres
0.727
0.495
0.464
0.361
0.214
0.576
0.666

Mean
BS
metres

Mean
FS
metres

3.288
3.450
4.321
3.990
4.341
4.129
2.360

0.662
0.454
0.416
0.323
0.168
0.534
0.602

25.879

3.159

Height
Difference
metres

22.720

